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Who's Who at the Conference

John Ruskin [1819-1900] had a love of Lakeland as intense as his loathing of most aspects of
modern industry.  With Wordsworth he resisted the intrusion of railways, shuddered at the prospect
of the “lower orders seeing Helvellyn while drunk” and of Manchester turning Thirlmere into a
reservoir.   While he found much to criticise in the dehumanising effects and avaricious attitudes
accompanying mechanised industry, Ruskin had a profound influence on the emergence in Cumbria
of a cluster of manufacturing enterprises where the machine was subordinated to hand labour and
nature was taken as the chief inspiration for design.

Stephen Wildman is Professor of the History of Art at Lancaster University and Director of 
its Ruskin Library and Research Centre.     He has an impressive list of publications to his 
name and is widely sought after as a lecturer.    His Conference talk will explore Ruskin's 
role in stimulating the moral and philosophical climate that encouraged and sustained the 
several communities of painters, carvers, furniture makers, metal and textile workers that 
were distinctive in the Cumbria of the mid- nineteenth century and were precursors to the 
main flowering of the Arts and Crafts Movement.

The Keswick School of Industrial Arts began in 1884 as an evening class in repousé metalwork
arranged by Canon Hardwicke Rawnsley and his wife Edith at the Crosthwaite Parish Rooms.
Rawnsley had felt the influence of Ruskin while at Oxford and set about giving practical effect to
his teachings “to counteract the pernicious effect of turning men into machines . .  to make it felt
that hand-work did really allow the  expression of a man's soul and self, and so was worth doing for
its own sake.”   The School of Industrial Arts which grew from these beginnings was, by 1900,
employing a dozen craftsmen.    In 1894 the School had moved to purpose-built premises beside the
River Greta.   Apprenticeships were offered and evening classes conducted.    Rapidly the KSIA
established an enviable reputation for its hand-crafted metalwork and received many important
commissions for the design and execution of ecclesiastical and civic furnishings.    The School
continued in existence until December 1984. 

Ian Bruce is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts and a lifelong enthusiast for Arts and 
Crafts.   He is significant collector of Arts and Crafts metalwork and has a comprehensive 
collection of work from the Keswick School.     He is author of the published history of the 
KSIA - “The Loving Eye and Skilful Hand” [Bookcase: 2001]
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Norman Nicholson was born at 14 St George's Terrace, Millom in 1914 and that was still his home
when he died 73 years later.    Apart from almost two teenage years spent at a TB sanatorium in the
New Forest, Nicholson's entire life was lived in that one small centre of Cumbrian industry.  The
early testings of his literary and poetic gifts reveal few reflections on the mining and iron smelting
that gave employment to many of his fellow townsmen.  “Five Rivers”, the first collection of his
poetry published in 1944, included several instances of work with a strong sense of place,
particularly in the industrial fringe of Lakeland, but little sense of community.    Norman did reveal
his feelings about his birthplace in a BBC talk in 1952.  He speaks of the ironworks' “alien beauty”
and of the rock and mineral of Black Combe that had created Millom.    In 1968 the closure of the
ironworks drew from Norman perhaps his most trenchant and political poem which set down the
environmental issues and the human tragedy that he saw.    Nicholson's prose output included some
religious drama, a couple of forgotten novels, biographies of William Cowper and H G Wells and
several well-received topographical accounts of the Lake Counties in which the industrial heritage
is properly accounted.

Neil Curry is a retired school teacher, writer and poet now living in Ulverston.   He was the 
editor of “Norman Nicholson: Collected Poems” [Faber and Faber: 1994].    Last year saw
him heavily involved with events to mark the 100th anniversary of Nicholson's birth and he 
co-edited of a collection of commemorative Essays and Memoirs “Norman Nicholson at 
100” [Bookcase: 2014].

Percy Kelly was said to have learned to hold a pencil before he could walk.  By the time he was
two he was drawing things, but not in a childlike way.     Born in 1918 as twin boys in a terraced
house in Workington,  Percy and John enjoyed a childhood of considerable freedom.   Percy later
recalled “I love boats and have vivid memories of countless days spent by the harbour at
Workington watching the steam cranes unloading the tramp steamers.”     The boy's artistic talent
was recognised by his school master but the chance of a grammar school place was ruled out by the
family's straightened circumstances as was the later possibility of a place at Art School.   Leaving
school at 14 Percy won a job in the Post Office where, apart from wartime military service, he
worked from 1934 to 1958.   Only in his 40s  did he go to Art School.    Much of Percy's early work
shows his fascination with machinery and light industry – factories, bridges, cranes, boats and cars.
He tried to get permission to draw the Workington Docks and Ironworks but was turned away.
Almost by accident he gained a foothold at the Sekers Silk Mill at Whitehaven which brought him
important patronage from Miki Sekers and the opportunity to exhibit his work, with several
galleries eager to represent him.     But Kelly was so difficult that the opportunities passed.    The
biggest problem was his refusal to sell his work.    He died a virtual recluse.   Only posthumously
has recognition begun to dawn.

Chris Wadsworth was for many years an art teacher but in 1986 opened the Castlegate 
House Art Gallery in Cockermouth.   This quickly became a Mecca for serious art lovers. 
Chris has served on the board of Northern Arts and Cumbria Arts in Education and on the 
Abbot Hall Gallery advisory panel.   She contributes regularly to Arts Review and 
Cumbria Life Magazine and is a keen fell walker and traveller.     Since Percy Kelly's death 
in 1993 she has catalogued and managed the Kelly collection of work.    Chris has also 
written a biography of Percy Kelly - “The Man who couldn't stop drawing” [Studio 
Publications: 2011]; a record of the wonderful hand-decorated letters sent to Joan David - 
“The Painted Letters of Percy Kelly” [Castlegate House Gallery: 2004]; and a lovely set of 
“Six Percy Kelly Trails” [www.chriswadsworth.net] exploring through his paintings places 
on the Cumbrian coast where Percy lived and worked.
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Art Gene is an independent international research facility founded and led by artists Maddi
Nicholson and Stuart Bastik.   Based in the former Technical College at Barrow in Furness, Art
Gene derives its title from a belief that alongside the 'criminal gene' is another similar type most
often found in artists – the 'art gene' which finds its expression in obsessive creative activity.

Their approach is to identify and enhance the particularity of place.  To do this effectively in the
longer term they aim to seed engagement and learn from those who will ultimately care for and
'live' places beyond their involvement.    Projects delivered by them are to be appropriate, high
value, affordable, effective and sustainable, while working with the complexities and apparent
contradictions of a site: understanding that the interactions between communities, industrial activity
and the natural environment can be symbiotic and in many case have acted as a trigger for rich and
very particular landscapes, cultures, flora and fauna.

Art Gene believes that now is an opportune moment to redefine orthodox working relationships: the
constitution of the 'design team': its working approach and aspirations towards a Re-visioning of
Utopia . . . and beyond.

Maddi Nicholson came to Barrow in 1990 for one year as an 'Artist in Residence' was 
intrigued and stayed.      She says: “Its got under my skin.  I live and work in a place that 
could be considered to be the periphery, its far from that.  The perspective here is more 
interesting, you could say it has raw truth.”

Stuart Bastik's practice covers a wide spectrum of activity.  He has always seen his training
in fine art as an open ticket giving one permission to do and engage with whatever seems 
interesting or important.   But how one engages and to what purpose has always been 
equally important.   “One can make artwork out of an 'engagement' with people or 
communities or one can simply engage with people and communities and try to figure out 
the most useful contribution one can make: you can make artwork about stuff for 
consumption within the art world, for instance, or you can try and change stuff in the real 
world; I find the latter more engaging.”
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